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Abstract: The study aimed to identify e-learning strategies and their relationship for increasing the efficiency of educational performance in foreign and Palestinian universities (University of Ottawa, University of Munster, Suez Canal University, Al-Azhar University, Islamic University, Al-Aqsa University). The analytical descriptive approach was used for this purpose, and relying on the questionnaire as a main tool for data collection. The study society is from the senior management, where the number of senior management in the universities in question is 206. The random stratified sample was selected, and the Statistical Program of Social Sciences (SPSS) was used for the analysis. The study found that there is a significant relationship between e-learning strategies and increasing the efficiency of educational performance in universities. The study also showed that senior management in Palestinian universities does not care about providing the appropriate budget for e-learning. The study also showed that senior management in Palestinian universities does not help to adhere to the performance standards set by the university. The study recommended that the senior management of Palestinian universities should provide an e-learning budget and encourage employees to continue using e-learning strategies. It also recommended that senior management should focus on developing measures that would help to increase efficiency of performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It can be said that the importance of e-learning is reflected in improving the quality of higher education and its development through the improvement of methods and teaching techniques to cope with the general development of modern international technology, and education is required to search for methods and educational models to meet many challenges.

E-learning contributes to the development and development of universities; it has the ability to deliver the content of educational programs, activities and courses online. E-learning strategies vary in order to suit learners' abilities, diversity of goals, and decisions. The strategies used are defined through e-learning, namely how education is provided to learners. E-learning includes the design of different learning strategies that help achieve the objectives. E-learning strategies include a number of procedures; to provide e-learning content that helps learners to achieve educational goals with great skill and professionalism.

The increase in the efficiency of educational performance is linked to the ability of universities to employ e-learning to improve the educational and research process, as there are scientific studies that proved that employing e-learning strategies in an effective manner can contribute effectively to the development of the educational process and enhance communication between the parties of the educational process and research. The increasing spread of telecommunications, and the information technology of the variables affecting universities, which reflected their effects on university performance.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

2.1 E-learning strategies

The process of education is a part and an important component of any institution's progress. This process comes through the effectiveness or impact of individuals and employees in the organization through values and systems that are capable of constantly bringing about organizational change and improving the performance of the organization based on the utilization of expertise. [1]

With the spread of modern technologies in the era of technological development, methods and tools have emerged that have helped to raise the efficiency of university education and research. E-learning has become an important part of the educational process. The different strategies of education, support, and adapted in the optimal use in the educational process.

(Alkarzon, 2016) defines it as an activity that uses technology with the Internet and facilitates learning and education, and the Internet is easily associated with content on a computer. [2]

As Brown & Prak (2014) teaches, eLearning is an approach to learning and developing a range of learning methods using digital technology, which offers opportunities for distribution and enhanced learning.[3]

Resenbeg (2007) points out that when talking about e-learning strategies, we must realize that they are originally the result of general education strategies, and stressed that e-learning strategies are one of the forms of education strategies that greatly affect the performance and efficiency of an educational institution. [4]
The e-learning strategy seeks to promote transformational approaches in teaching and learning, and curricula that have a positive impact on students, faculty, employers and other stakeholders, connect learners, create a sense of belonging, and enable them to participate through the core value of collaboration across a group. A wide range of societies through dialogue and electronic interaction.

It is a pattern or plan to integrate the main objectives of Internet-based teaching through a mentor to access digital content to contribute to organizing learning through e-learning. [5]

The concept of e-learning strategies can be summarized as follows:

A. The concept of e-learning strategies is not an e-learning term, but an integrated approach through which educational and research performance can be improved.

B. The application of the concept of e-learning strategies and programs is linked to the vision and mission of the universities, which contribute to the achievement of their objectives and the goals of the dealers together.

C. The application of programs and methods of using e-learning strategies leads to employee satisfaction, which contributes to improved capacity and willingness to perform in universities.

D. Is the source of attracting and attracting students who believe that the educational process is for them fun and easy, and helps them to innovate, which in turn contributes to increase the efficiency of performance as indicated by the focus group.

The objectives of e-learning strategies are as follows: [6]

A. Helps faculty members and their assistants prepare teaching material for students, compensate for lack of experience in each other, and provide them with advanced skills.

B. Addresses the lack of academic and training cadres in some educational sectors through virtual classrooms, and achieves full interaction, directly with teacher and learner.

C. It works on a variety of tools. The new educational system assumes different learners in tendencies, attitudes, preparations, and desires, and thus provides different ways to access the information and tools in a variety that suits the difference in the qualities of the learners.

D. Helps to achieve equal educational opportunities, where the learner can overcome the obstacles of time and distance if the adoption of education on the Internet, as e-learning is able to provide.

E. Helps students search for information by communicating with peers, searching databases online, and through social media.

Types of e-learning strategies

The types of e-learning strategies are divided into several types:

- The strategy of electronic lecture: is a way to provide facts and information where the teacher through this strategy to work continuously on the development of educational content to suit the needs of students, and can be provided through multimedia e-learning such as: audio files, or video files ... etc. [7]

- E-learning (interactive private education strategies): The content is divided into small modules linked to each other in multiple ways, with which the learner interacts and relies. The learner's transmission of parts of the course depends on answering the questions through self-tests. [8]

- Working groups (collaborative learning): Students work together to achieve an educational goal, such as writing a research paper or searching for a concept on the web, and works to connect learners with other teachers, educators, scientists, and researchers, And cooperation for appropriate purposes. [9]

- Electronic discussion: It is one of the most important tools of communication and interaction in the e-learning environment, through which it can achieve many of the goals, where students reach the highest levels of knowledge, especially analysis, installation and evaluation, and students add their personal experiences to each other. [10]


- Solving electronic problems: To help the learner to be able to understand the basic concepts of knowledge in solving the educational problems facing him, and help the learner to guide his behavior and abilities, and used in research. [12]

- Electronic simulation (imitating) the real reality, such as representing a conciliator or a group of real situations that are difficult for the learner to study on reality, discover them, identify their results due to their cost, achieve safety and eliminate the danger. [13]

- The process in which an interactive environment is created in applications based on computer technology, networks, and multimedia, and enables the trainee to achieve the objectives of the process.

Fig. 1. E-learning Concept
• **Self-directed education electronically**: It is a digital technique, which is conducted through individual dialogue between the teacher and the learner only without the participation of the other learners, through a bilateral discussion on the Internet or e-mail, the learner presents problems, and the teacher helps the learner. [14]

• **E-Project Strategy**: One of the most appropriate strategies that can be used in the training and preparation of students is the possibility of employing and using electronic web-based tools for collaboration, participation in the implementation of these projects and the use of all electronic resources. [15]

• **E-Deployment Strategy**: the use of computer hardware and systems for innovation, creativity, page preparation, production of model pages, and complete and complete output. [16]

• **E-Learning Strategy**: A strategy or teaching formula that depends on the student's responsibility for the forms and patterns of learning and decision-making with the teacher's help. This formula is negotiated with the teacher's help until the student reaches a decision about learning. [17]

• **E-Learning Collaborative Strategies**: An interactive learning method that allows students to engage with each other and partners with them in building their learning of the program for electronic scheduling skills, either in synchronous or asynchronous meetings. It has been classified by some specialists in e-learning strategies as follows: [18]
  1. Electronic dumping
  2. Multimedia strategy and
  3. The scientific e-statement
  4. Scientific e-experimentation
  5. Cooperative Education
  6. Electronic training
  7. Self-education.

**2.1 The efficiency of educational performance**

The educational performance aims to identify the level of mastery of the knowledge, science and skills through the educational programs that contribute to raising the level of performance of students in all areas and provide the educational process to raise the efficiency of academics in the use of teaching strategies to improve and develop the educational process. [19]

It includes all the teacher's teaching practices in order to achieve the desired goals and includes all the activities and educational procedures that are carried out to improve the educational performance of the teacher to empowerment, and the achievement of students are the most important indicators of educational performance. [20]

Fig.2. Educational Performance

The performance of educational institutions is of increasing interest in all developed and developing societies. Everyone is working to improve the performance of their educational institutions because of its impact on the rates of economic and social development.

The educational performance is important for the benefits that contribute to the development of the educational institution, as follows: [21]

**A. Educational performance and its role in the coordination and development of knowledge:**

- The teacher interacted positively with the latest developments and changes in the world in accordance with the philosophy of education and its objectives, and adopting scientific knowledge and modern methods.
- Helps the teacher to train students on self-education, lifelong learning.
- Helps the teacher to discover his students' knowledge, information, creativity, and material integration.

**B. Educational performance and its role in the development of thinking skills:**

- Supports classification which includes the mental processes of analyzing, installing, etc., trying to interpret the event, providing what supports this explanation of justifications, and providing evidence that supports performance.
- Instructs students to set standards for their opinions and foundations, and learns how to evaluate arguments.

**C. Educational performance and its role in the development of higher education and university:**

- Focus on the development of basic sciences, the use of modern educational systems, the trend towards multiple studies and disciplines that keep up with global developments, and the expansion of the format of technological institutes.
- Evaluating the experience of the private universities that were established to be the tributaries of the official university education, follow-up of the educational process, the evaluation of the students, the completion of the teaching staff, the apparatus, and the private establishments.
The importance of educational performance is seen in the Meral model from two angles: the main method of education, and the type of educational content. [22]

In the theoretical framework, the following question is answered:

Q1: What is the level of efficiency of educational performance in foreign and Palestinian universities from the point of view of senior management?

The following hypothesis is tested:

H1: There is a relationship between the strategy of e-learning and the efficiency of educational performance in educational institutions from the point of view of senior management.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

3.1 Methodology of the study

The methodology of the study and its procedures is a major focus through which the practical aspect of the study is accomplished. The data required to conduct the statistical analysis are obtained in order to reach the results that are interpreted in the light of the study literature on the subject of the study.

3.2 Study population and sampling

The research society includes: (senior management) in the Palestinian and foreign universities, which are: (Islamic University, Al-Azhar University, Al-Aqsa University, University of Munster, University of Ottawa and Suez Canal University) as shown in table (1).

The random stratified sample was used by the university to reach (206) individual. A sample of 30 samples was chosen to test the internal consistency, structural honesty, and stability of the questionnaire.

3.3 Research instrument

The research instrument was prepared by studying the administrative literature and previous studies related to the subject of the study. A number of university professors and administrative supervisors were consulted in determining the dimensions of the questionnaires and their paragraphs. In light of the opinions of the arbitrators, some of the clauses of the questionnaire were modified in terms of deletion, addition, and modification, so that the questionnaire will be finalized. Gradient (1-5) was used to measure respondents' responses to the questionnaire sections. The questionnaire consisted of two dimensions consisting of (19) paragraphs (strategic planning - efficiency of educational performance) as shown in the following table (2).

Table 2: Dimensions and paragraphs in the questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fields</th>
<th>Paragraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-learning strategies</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Planning Strategy</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The efficiency of educational performance</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Researchers' preparation

3.4 Validity and reliability assessment

The truth of the questionnaire was confirmed in two ways:

A. The truth of the arbitrators: "The truth is apparent" - The study tool was presented in its initial form to a group of arbitrators consisting of (24) of specialists in the academic, administrative, professional, statistical and educational technology. The researchers responded to the opinions of the arbitrators and the necessary deletion and modification in the light of the proposals submitted, and thus the questionnaire was finalized.

B. Internal consistency: The consistency of the internal consistency means the consistency of each paragraph of the questionnaire with the area to which this paragraph belongs.

Table 3: Content Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Paragraphs</th>
<th>Pearson Co.</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strategic Planning</td>
<td>0.918**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The efficiency of educational performance</td>
<td>0.856**</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The correlation is statistically significant at α≤0.05.

** The correlation is statistically significant at α≤0.01.

The stability of the research questionnaire was verified by the Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient and the midterm fragmentation and the results were as shown in Table (4).

Table 4: Alpha Cronbach and the midterm split

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Areas</th>
<th>Paragraphs</th>
<th>Cronbach's coefficient alpha</th>
<th>Half-split Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Strategic Planning</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The efficiency of educational performance</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-Learning Strategies</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.981</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results shown in Table (4) show that the value of the Cronbach alpha coefficient is high for axes, with values ranging between (0.933 and 0.947). The results for split-half was similar to the Alpha-Cronbach method, ranging between 0.918-0.938. This means that the questionnaire is accurate in
measuring what is being measured and that the stability coefficient is high and fulfills the research objectives.

3.5 Data analysis and discussion of results

The relative weights of e-learning strategies in foreign and Palestinian universities were determined from the point of view of senior management, as shown in Table (5)

**Table 5**: The arithmetic mean, the relative weight, and the value of (T) of e-learning strategies from the point of view of senior management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Universities</th>
<th>SMA</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>R.W.</th>
<th>T- test</th>
<th>P.V.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Learning Strategies</td>
<td>Foreign Universities</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>68.57</td>
<td>4.593</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Palestinian Universities</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (5) shows that the mean of e-learning strategies from the point of view of senior management in foreign universities (3.43) is higher than the default average (3). The value of test t is equal to (4.593), which is statistically significant at (0.01). This is due to the availability of material and human resources, continuous follow-up to the development of the technological education process, and the development of e-learning strategies.

The average of E-learning strategies (2.89), the value of test t is equal to 0.32 with statistical significance (0.314), which is greater than 0.05, thus increasing the average of e-learning strategies from the point of view of senior management in Palestinian universities is not statistically significant. Researchers attribute this to financial situations, crises, and inability to implement strategic plans.

The efficiency of educational performance was determined from the senior management point of view using the arithmetic mean, standard deviation, relative weight, test value “T” and “Sig” as shown in the following table:

**Table 6**: The arithmetic average, the standard deviation, the relative weight, the value of T test for the efficiency of educational performance (higher management)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The efficiency of educational performance</th>
<th>SMA</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>R.W.</th>
<th>T- test</th>
<th>P.V.</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The incentives contribute to increased efficiency of performance.</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>69.65</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Helps to meet university performance standards.</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>66.74</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Stimulates faculty members to make good decisions.</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>69.50</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>E-learning allows for flexible monitoring of educational performance.</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>68.87</td>
<td>5.69</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>E-learning programs contribute to raising the performance of faculty members.</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>69.65</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The efficiency of educational performance</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>68.65</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value of (T) of the table at the level of significance of 0.05 about 1.98

A. The senior management agreed that the relative weight of the points of the efficiency of educational performance was paragraphs (1,3,5) ranked first with a relative weight of 69.65%, 69.50% and 68.65% respectively, mean (3.48) and test value (6.11, 6.45, 7.05), and the probability of (Sig) = (0.000), which is less than the significance level (0.05). Therefore they statistically significant at the level of significance (α≤ 0.05), indicating that the average response to this paragraph has increased above the degree of neutrality to a moderate degree, which means that there is considerable approval by the respondents on this paragraph. The researchers attributed this to the interest of universities in the educational system, which reaches the highest quality in all fields and all disciplines.

B. While the second paragraph (helps to adhere to the standards of performance set by the university) ranked last with a relative weight (66.74%), mean (3.34), test value (4.63), and probability value (Sig) = (0.00), which is less than the level (0.05). Therefore, this is a statistically significant at the level of significance (α≤ 0.05), indicating that the average response to this paragraph has increased the degree of neutrality to a moderate degree. The researchers want to involve staff in setting goals that universities seek to achieve.

C. In general, the views of the senior management agreed on the axis of educational performance efficiency and obtained an approval ratio with an average of 3.43 indicating that the average response level of this axis has increased to a neutral level (3) where it exceeded the middle class. The researchers attributed this to the fact that universities seek to increase the efficiency of the achievement of educational tasks, and put them on top of their priorities, to reach the institutional excellence in the light of global technological development.

The relative weights of dimensions of the efficiency of educational performance from the point of view of senior management in foreign and Palestinian universities:

**Table 7**: The arithmetic mean, the standard deviation, the value of (T) of the relative weight of the efficiency of educational performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Field</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>SMA</th>
<th>S-D</th>
<th>R.W.</th>
<th>T- test</th>
<th>P.V.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>efficiency of educational performance</td>
<td>Foreign Universities</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>77.52</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>efficiency of educational performance</td>
<td>Palestinian Universities</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>65.94</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table (7) shows the following:**

A. Table (7) shows that the relative weight (77.52%) and the arithmetic average of the efficiency of educational performance from the point of view of senior management in foreign universities (3.88) is higher than the default average (3), where the value of the test (T) is equal to (3.52) and is statistically significant value at (0.00). The researchers attributed this to the fact that the senior management sets out a strategic plan that sets out upgrading the universities’ technological skills, as it strives to reach high quality outputs in e-learning.
B. For the Palestinian universities, the relative weight was 65.94%, the mean of the efficiency of the educational performance was 3.30 and the value of T was 3.33 and the statistical value was 0.000.

This is due to the physical conditions experienced by the universities of the Gaza Strip because of the poor economic situation in the Gaza Strip and the number of unapproved universities, which affected all aspects of life in the universities, which in turn affected the efficiency of educational performance.

3.6 Hypothesis Test

H1: There is a significant relationship between the strategies of e-learning and increase the efficiency of educational performance and research in universities.

To answer this hypothesis, correlation coefficients and the probability value (Sig) were used to find the relationship and the level of significance from the point of view of senior management.

Table 8: The correlation coefficient between e-learning strategies and increase the efficiency of educational performance in universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Pearson coefficient</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a significant relationship between the total areas of e-learning</td>
<td>*0.910</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategies and educational performance efficiency.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation was statistically significant (α ≤0.05). Table (8) shows that the correlation coefficient is (0.910) and that the probability value (Sig) is equal to (0.00) and is less than the significance level (α ≤ 0.05). This indicates a statistically significant relationship between e-learning strategies, the efficiency of the educational and research performance in the universities is due to the interest of the senior management in presenting strategic plans that focus on e-learning through the vision and mission of universities and quadratic analysis, which in turn reflects on the efficiency of university performance.

Therefore, the result of the hypothesis: There is a significant relationship between the strategies of e-learning and increase the efficiency of research performance in universities.

4. CONCLUSION

The study found that there is a significant relationship between e-learning strategies and increasing the efficiency of educational performance in universities. The study also showed that senior management in Palestinian universities does not care about providing the appropriate budget for e-learning. The study also showed that senior management in Palestinian universities does not help to adhere to the performance standards set by the university. While the study showed that senior management helps to adhere to the standards of performance set by the university.

Also, the study showed that senior management in foreign universities is interested in providing the appropriate budget. The sample of the study considers that e-learning is a strategic requirement that contributes to the development of education.

The study recommended that the senior management of Palestinian universities should provide an e-learning budget and encourage employees to continue using e-learning strategies. It also recommended that senior management should focus on developing measures that would help to increase efficiency of performance. Foreign universities continue to develop e-learning strategies.

It also recommended that senior management in Palestinian universities should focus on developing standards that would help to increase the efficiency of performance. As for foreign universities, they worked in coordination with the Palestinian universities and provided them with expertise in this field.

The study also recommended the importance of presenting educational content in a simple and easy way. In addition, the importance of establishing a flexible technological infrastructure.
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